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Lecture plan

Lecture I

Lecture II

Lecture III

Lecture IV

Why study flavour and where ?  Focus on how to do this

at hadron machines, in particular the LHC and LHCb.

Closing digression on hadron spectroscopy.

Unitarity Triangle metrology and CPV measurements

New Physics searches through studies of Flavour-Changing

Neutral Currents (and other processes)

Charm physics, and future prospects

for experimental flavour studies

Upfront admission:  I will be saying a lot about LHCb.  
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Lecture-I outline

• Why study flavour, and where ? 

• Why do we need a dedicated flavour experiment at the LHC ?

• Some historical notes

• Essential attributes of LHCb:

- geometry and choice of luminosity

- instrumentation

- the data challenge and the trigger

• Not quite flavour: hadron spectroscopy at the LHC



Why flavour ?  A puzzle of the SM
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• Why 3 generations of quarks, and 

why the extreme hierarchy of masses ?

• What determines the hierarchical structure of the CKM matrix ?

• The CKM paradigm accommodates CP violation,

but it does not really explain it.  Furthermore, can

the study of quark flavour tell us anything about 

the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe ?

=

Flavour encompasses many of the open questions of the Standard Model.

Most importantly, flavour physics is a tool of discovery !
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In flavour physics the guiding principle is to probe processes where

loop diagrams are important, as here non-SM particles may contribute.

(but as we will see, tree-mediated decays also have their role to play).
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Indirect search           Precise measurements of low energy phenomena tells us  

principle                     about unknown physics at (potentially much) higher energies

Why flavour ? A tool of discovery
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In flavour physics the guiding principle is to probe processes where

loop diagrams are important, as here non-SM particles may contribute.

(but as we will see, tree-mediated decays also have their role to play).

These lectures will address how these measurements are made.  We will focus 

on colliders, and on heavy quarks (charm and beauty).  But there is still much to 

be learned from kaons, and the mysteries of flavour extend to lepton sector too.
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Indirect search           Precise measurements of low energy phenomena tells us  

principle                     about unknown physics at (potentially much) higher energies

Why flavour ? A tool of discovery

?
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Collider options for flavour (main players) 
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e+e- → Υ(4S) → bb

(or at Ψ(3770) if want

to study charm only)

e+e- → Z0 → bb pp→bbX
(     )

Past

Current

Future

ALEPH, OPAL,

DELPHI, L3 at LEP

FCC-ee

ARGUS,  CLEO

BaBar, Belle

Belle II

BESIII (charm threshold)

Belle II upgrades

Super Tau Charm Factory

UA1, UA2 at SppS

CDF, D0 at Tevatron

LHCb, ATLAS,

CMS at LHC

LHCb, ATLAS,

CMS upgrades

FCC-hh

/
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I have chosen to focus the discussion 

on the LHC and LHCb in particular.

This is largely because of personal bias, but 

also because the hadronic environment poses

the most interesting experimental challenges.

But don’t lose sight of fact that a huge number 

of leading results have emerged from the Υ(4S) !

We will discuss b-physics at the Z0 in Lecture IV.
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Why perform B physics at Υ(4S) ?

B production at the Υ(4S) presents several very advantageous features:

• Can reconstruct full event, which is beneficial for missing energy modes 

and also inclusive measurements (typically lower theory uncertainties).

e.g. B→τν

Also B→Kννbar:  very topical !  See latest Belle II result [Glazov, EPS 2023, Hamburg]. 
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• Can reconstruct full event, which is beneficial for missing energy modes 

and also inclusive measurements (typically lower theory uncertainties).

• Low multiplicity environment permits excellent performance for final states

with π0s, η’s, photons.  Also, good efficiency for long-lived particles KS and KL.

e.g. most modes suitable

for sin2β measurements

involving Penguin loops

(b→ccbar s) are rather

tough at LHCb… …and other important 

decays  e.g.  D0→γγ, 

B0→π0π0… are essentially 

inaccessible.
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Why perform B physics at Υ(4S) ?

B production at the Υ(4S) presents several very advantageous features:
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B production at the Υ(4S) presents several advantages over hadron environment

• Can reconstruct full event, which is beneficial for missing energy modes 

and also inclusive measurements (typically lower theory uncertainties).

• Low multiplicity environment permits excellent performance for final states

with π0s, η’s, photons.  Also, good efficiency for long-lived particles KS and KL.

• Coherent B0B0bar production at Υ(4S) benefits flavour tagging (see Lecture II).

e.g. in sin2β measurement 

with B0→J/ψKS

ε (tag effective) BaBar ~ 31 %
[PRD 79 (2009) 072009] 

ε (tag effective) LHCb ~ 3 %
[PRL 115 (2015) 031601]

September 2023

Why perform B physics at Υ(4S) ?

https://arxiv.org/abs/0902.1708
https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.07089
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Why perform B physics at Υ(4S) ?

For these reasons, the BaBar and Belle experiments were enormously successful.

Therefore, it makes great sense to continue this programme with a next 

generation experiment – Belle II – at a next generation collider – SuperKEKb.
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Soon to resume data taking after ~one year shutdown (LS1).  Machine has reached

instantaneous luminosity of 4.7 x 1034 cm-2s-1 and has delivered 428 fb-1 (similar

to BaBar).   Still a long way to go.   Aim for 5 –10 fb-1 in coming ~ five years.

we are here
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So why flavour physics at a hadron machine ?

Flavour-physics studies often consist of precise measurements of delicate and

rare processes.   Therefore, the choice of environment is surely a no brainer ?

Related to this event complexity / furthermore (to recap):

Nice !
Ugh !

• (Initial) backgrounds much higher, particularly for studies with neutrals;

• Much more severe trigger challenge;

• Coherent production is valuable for flavour tagging  (see Lecture II).
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Flavour-physics studies often consist of precise measurements of delicate and

rare processes.   Therefore, the choice of environment is surely a no brainer ?

Related to this event complexity / furthermore (to recap):

Nonetheless:

Nice !
Ugh !

• (Initial) backgrounds much higher, particularly for studies with neutrals;

• Much more severe trigger challenge;

• Coherent production is valuable for flavour tagging  (see Lecture II).

600 μb ;

So why flavour physics at a hadron machine ?



Hadron beams and colliders have 

a strong tradition in b-physics [CDF, PRL 97 (2006) 242003] 
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Discovery of neutral B

oscillations by UA1 in 1987.

Discovery of resolved Bs

oscillations by CDF in 2006.

[UA1, PLB 186 (1987) 247]

CDF

CDF

UA1

E288
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https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0609040
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.39.252
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0370269387902887


ATLAS

CMS

ALICE

LHC

b

16

The LHC: a multipurpose machine



Why do we need a ‘dedicated’ flavour 

physics experiment at the LHC ?
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CMS and ATLAS can!  They are exceptionally versatile experiments that (as we 

shall see) have produced high quality results in flavour physics.  However their 

studies are restricted to final states involving di-muons, and they have no hadron 

identification capabilities.  This puts many important measurements out of reach.

Why can’t I

do flavour ?
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GAJET

LHB

COBEX

Fixed target – LHC protons impinging on gas jet.

Calorimeter trigger, giving efficiency for hadron final states.

Fixed target – extracting LHC beam halo with bending crystal.

Towards a dedicated b-physics experiment at the LHC

In early 1990s three ideas took shape for dedicated b-physics experiment at LHC. 
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GAJET

LHB

COBEX

Fixed target – LHC protons impinging on gas jet.

Calorimeter trigger, giving efficiency for hadron final states.

Fixed target – extracting LHC beam halo with bending crystal.

Towards a dedicated b-physics experiment at the LHC

In early 1990s three ideas took shape for dedicated b-physics experiment at LHC. 

These aspects of proposal had a 

compelling proof-of-principle 

coming from P238 project at SPS.



P238 – towards the LHCb VELO
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‘Development and test of a large silicon strip system for a hadron 

collider beauty Trigger’, P. Schlein et al., NIM A 317 (1992) 28

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/016890029290592R


In early 1990s three ideas took shape for dedicated b-physics experiment at LHC.

These proto-collaborations were encouraged to join forces and develop a detector

concept that merged the best features of each, in particular collider operation

and good trigger efficiency across a wide range of b-hadron decays. 
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In early 1990s three ideas took shape for dedicated b-physics experiment at LHC.

These proto-collaborations were encouraged to join forces and develop a detector

concept that merged the best features of each, in particular collider operation

and good trigger efficiency across a wide range of b hadron decays. 
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GAJET

LHB

COBEX

Fixed target – LHC protons impinging on gas jet.

Calorimeter trigger, giving efficiency for hadron final states.

Fixed target – extracting LHC beam halo with bending crystal.

Towards a dedicated b-physics experiment at the LHC



Meanwhile, at DESY, Hamburg…
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Looks a bit like 

LHCb, but this 

is a fixed-target 

experiment

Many of these lessons were very valuable for LHCb.  But for HERA-B it was too late.

The B factories started too well and quickly, and HERA-B data taking ceased in 2003.

10-6 , and interaction
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…and at FNAL, Illinois

BTeV was proposed as a dedicated

B physics experiment at the Tevatron.

Differences w.r.t. LHCb:

Given first-stage approval in 2004, but 

cancelled soon after.  Some aspects of

BTeV are central to LHCb Upgrades.

• Two-arm spectrometer;

• Pixel, not strip, vertex detector 

and intention to use vertex

signatures at earliest trigger stage;

• Higher emphasis on ECAL physics.

One arm of BTeV



LHCb: a dedicated experiment 

for flavour physics at the LHC
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Dedicated in the sense of the 

following attributes:

Designed to be a dedicated experiment for b- and c-physics at the LHC.

These capabilities give the experiment high sensitivity in other studies 

apart from flavour, but describing these goes beyond the scope of these 

lectures (although we will be saying a few words about spectroscopy).

• Acceptance

• Operating luminosity

• Instrumentation

• Trigger



A dedicated experiment for flavour physics at 

the LHC – general considerations 
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p p

… so build detector here

Region rich in b-hadrons…

• Vertex detector can get

really close to beamline;

• High boost;

• Lots of space (very helpful

for RICH detectors);

• ‘High pT’ can be redefined

to mean a few GeV,  which is

typical pT of b-decay products.

This necessitates operating at lower luminosity than

ATLAS / CMS (also needed for trigger – see later).

LHCb lumi continually leveled

ATLAS/CMS lumi 

falls exponentially

~4 x 1032

cm-2s-1



LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics
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LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics
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This is the experiment that

operated for Runs 1 & 2 of 

the LHC. It no longer exists !

We will find out what has

replaced it in Lecture IV.



LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics
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The VELO is a silicon

strip detector around 

the interaction point.

It approaches within 8 mm of the 

beamline, sits in a secondary

vacuum, and reconstructs the 

b-hadron decay vertex precisely.

One-half of the VELO

under construction

A reconstructed b-hadron decay vertex

~1.5 cm



VELO – built for precision

30

Closest measurement point has 4 μm precision and is 8.1 mm from beam.

There material is minimal – only the sensor, no electronics or cooling.



VELO – close to beam
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VELO is moveable and operates in vacuum.

The RF foil “beampipe” surrounding it 

is ultra-thin, and corrugated. Track passes through RF foil

perpendicularly – good for 

multiple coulomb scattering.

What the protons see in injection
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VELO is moveable and operates in vacuum.

The RF foil “beampipe” surrounding it 

is ultra-thin, and corrugated. Track passes through RF foil

perpendicularly – good for 

multiple coulomb scattering.

Size of beam aperture 

compared with one Euro.

VELO – close to beam

What the protons see in collisions



VELO – built to last
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Efficiency after being blasted by LHC



LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics
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Array of RICH photodetectors

Assembling RICH 2;  

note the mirrorsMomentum [GeV/c]
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Two Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors detect

Cherenkov radiation and measure the emission angle,

which gives the particle’s velocity, and hence mass.



Hadron-identification requirements are very different at LHC compared to B-factories,

as there is a much greater spread in momentum, going to much higher momenta.

Two RICHes, one optimised for lower momentum (C4F10),  the other downstream 

(CF4) optimised for higher momentum, span a range of 1 < p < 100 GeV/c.
35

More about the RICH system

loose cut

tight cut
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1211.6759


+
-

B0→ππ

Bs→KK
Λb→pK

Λb→pπ

Deploy 

RICH to 

isolate 

each 

mode !

Two-body charmless B decays are central goal of LHCb physics. 

Identical topologies require RICH to separate.

B0→KπLHCb preliminary

Inclusive spectrum,

ππ hypothesis

36

RICH in action
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RICH in action

Those plots were from early Run I data.  Here are some more recent

examples from Run II [JHEP 03 (2021) 075] , with better control of background.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.05319


LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics

38

A 4Tm dipole, and the tracking detectors 

reconstruct the trajectory of charged particles, 

and allows their momentum to be determined.

Dipole magnet

Reconstructed tracks
Part of outer tracker



LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics
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The calorimeter system (ECAL & HCAL)

reconstructs the energy of photons,

electrons and hadrons. The muon 

system (M1-M5) identifies muons.

Part of calorimeter system (preshower)

These detectors are particularly important

for the role they play in the LHCb trigger



The data challenge

Data      LHCb ~15000 PB.yr 

rate       Facebook ~1500 PB / yr

LHCbFacebook
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LHC operates at 40 MHz and 

does so for ~15% of year

LHCb raw event 

size ~100 kBytes

~ 15000

PetaBytes /yr

(raw data alone)

~ 15000 PetaBytes/year is less 

than dealt with by search engines, but still 

considerably more than e.g. Facebook  

(~ 1500 PB/year in 2022).



LHC operates at 40 MHz and 

does so for ~15% of year

LHCb raw event 

size ~100 kBytes

~ 15000

PetaBytes /yr

(raw data alone)

~ 15000 PetaBytes/year is less 

than dealt with by search engines, but still 

considerably more than e.g. Facebook  

(~ 1500 PB/year in 2022).

Public science has less money to

spend on computing than Facebook.

Storage costs money.  Better to 

process as much as possible in ‘real time’,

hence the need for the trigger.

Data      LHCb ~15000 PB.yr 

rate       Facebook ~1500 PB / yr

Computing     LHCb ~10M$ / yr

budget           Facebook ~1000 M$ /yr

LHCbFacebook

The data challenge

41



Not all collisions are equally interesting
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Core business of LHCb is beauty physics, and here we can be selective

(Situation is complicated by the fact we also want to study charm physics.  

Charm is much more abundant, and the decays of interest are more common).

So we only save to disk the potentially interesting collisions – task of the trigger.

Collision rate 40 MHz

(currently a little less, 

but this sets the ballpark)

b-hadrons produced 

about once every 

~150 pp collisions

And most b-hadrons

decays don’t interest us.

The ones that do, occur

every 10-3 -10-10 of time.

Bs→μμ

occurs every 

4 x 10-9

Bs decays



Triggering on beauty
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There exist characteristics of increasing complexity than can be searched for to 

determine if the collision is of interest and should be preserved for offline analysis.

μ+

μ-

K+

p p

~ 1 cm

Interaction point

or ‘primary vertex’

(many other particles 

produced, not shown)

high pT

B+

1. Look for ‘high’ transverse energy 

(ET) or momentum (pT) in 

calorimeters or muon system 

from decay products.

.



Triggering on beauty
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There exist characteristics of increasing complexity than can be searched for to 

determine if the collision is of interest and should be preserved for offline analysis.

μ+

μ-

K+

p p

~ 1 cm

Interaction point

or ‘primary vertex’

(many other particles 

produced, not shown)

finite

impact

parameter

B+

1. Look for ‘high’ transverse energy 

(ET) or momentum (pT) in 

calorimeters or muon system 

from decay products.

2. Look for tracks with significant

‘impact parameter’ with respect

to primary vertex.



Triggering on beauty
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There exist characteristics of increasing complexity than can be searched for to 

determine if the collision is of interest and should be preserved for offline analysis.

μ+

μ-

K+

p p

B+

~ 1 cm

Interaction point

or ‘primary vertex’

(many other particles 

produced, not shown)

b-hadron decay, or 

‘secondary vertex’

1. Look for ‘high’ transverse energy 

(ET) or momentum (pT) in 

calorimeters or muon system 

from decay products.

2. Look for tracks with significant

‘impact parameter’ with respect

to primary vertex.

3. Reconstruct secondary vertex and 

full b-hadron decay products.

Each successive step provides improved discrimination, 

but requires more information & time to execute. In LHCb the first step is performed 

by the L0 (hardware) Trigger and the next two in the High Level (software) Trigger.
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LHCb trigger
Earliest trigger stage, ‘L0’, makes

decisions in hardware based on

simple high ET, high pT signatures.

Decision made with partial detector

information.  No time to build full event.

Trigger decision made within 4μs

synchronous with bunch crossing rate.

While decision is being made local

detector information is retained in a 

pipeline within front-end electronics.

Reduces data rate down to 1 MHz

( = rate at which full event is read out,

c.f. ATLAS where earliest trigger

level operates at max rate of 75 kHz).
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LHCb trigger The High Level Trigger (HLT) is a

software trigger (C++) that runs on 

the Event Filter Farm (EFF)

The EFF is a farm of multiprocessor

PCs (~1700 nodes), located at LHCb

L0-accepted event assembled on 

the EFF.  Placed in buffer that is 

accessed by HLT programs.

Two steps:

- HLT1:  track reconstruction, impact 

parameter and muon id used to 

reduce rate to ~110-150 kHz

- HLT2:  full event information used

to reduce rate to ~12 kHz 

Then written offline.
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LHCb trigger Something very novel, whose design 

and scope evolved through Run 2.

After HLT1, events are temporarily 

stored on a 10 PB disk buffer, enough 

to hold two weeks of data.

Alignment and calibration is

performed for the full detector

using dedicated event streams.

Some detector components need

alignment each fill (e.g. VELO), some 

less frequently (e.g. RICH mirrors).

When all OK, the event is fully

reconstructed.  Two benefits: 

- trigger uses offline quality 

information to make decision;

- no need for further offline

processing step.
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LHCb trigger 12.5 kHz is a very high output rate, 

and reflects the wide scope and large 

sample sizes of flavour physics  

(c.f. ATLAS outputs at 600 Hz).

For the highest rate lines, e.g.

those of charm meson decays, the 

events are written out with a reduced 

format (‘TURBO’) containing only:

- tracks, neutral objects and PID

line that relate to the decay

chain of interest;

- tracking detector clusters to 

permit refits, if necessary.

This, and the overall HLT scheme

represents a paradigm shift in physics

experiments (‘Real Time Analysis’) that 

is sure to become more widespread.
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Performance of LHCb trigger
It is LHCb’s ability to trigger on hadrons, electrons, photons and single muons from 

b decays (not just dimuons) that gives it sensitivity to the widest range of channels.

The efficiency varies and is generally higher for low multiplicity decays.  Although 

rarely close to 100%, it is perfectly adequate for bringing a huge range of physics 

within reach. Improving these efficiencies, and allowing the trigger to function at 

higher luminosities, is the goal of the LHCb Upgrade (see Lecture IV).

Red  – efficiency if all L0 

bandwidth were to be 

devoted to this channel

(not evaluated for all).

Blue  – more realistic case:

efficiency if L0 

bandwidth is shared

between channels.

(2017)

[JINST 14 

(2019) P04013]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.10790
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.10790


1) Geometry:   much greater proportion of b production happens in barrel

region at e+e- machine, than at hadron collider.

2) Particle identification:  need to cover a much narrower (and lower) range of 

momenta (up to a few GeV/c).  Single thin radiator is sufficient,

which in barrel is quartz (TOP detector) and aerogel in end caps.

3) Calorimetry:   in low multiplicity e+e- environment, there 

is much to be done with photons and π0s, 

and little emphasis on jet physics, so use 

high-performance CsI(Tl) crystal ECAL.

4)  Trigger:           not an issue in an e+e- experiment !

What is really different at Belle II ?

52
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~2 cm thick

π0 peak about twice 

as narrow as at LHCb

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/15/10/C10016
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/15/10/C10016


LHCb – the story so far
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OK, so we have our detector.  What can we do with it ?

Instead of immediately turning to the core topics of flavour physics, we will conclude 

today’s lecture by considering these experiments’ contributions to spectroscopy.  

This is non-perturbative QCD, not flavour, however the most interesting studies 

concern states with heavy quark content.  Ideally suited to flavour experiments !

The LHC has

truly been a

gold mine for

spectroscopy 

studies, something

not at all foreseen

prior to turn on.



New particles discovered at the LHC
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It’s not just the Higgs by any means !



It’s not just the Higgs by any means !

Impossible to be comprehensive, so I will focus on exotic baryons – unique to LHC.

New particles discovered at the LHC
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Spectroscopy - the conventional
Many new states found at the LHC, most of which fit within the ‘vanilla’ quark model

57

CMS discovery of excited Bc

states [PRL 122 (2019) 132001]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.00571


58

Spectroscopy - the exotic
Other states, many discovered in e+e-, are good candidates to be ‘exotic’ :

Observation of the Z(4430)+ at 

Belle [PRL 100 (2008) 142001]

Observation of the X(3872) at 

Belle [PRL 91 (2003) 262001]
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https://arxiv.org/abs/0708.1790
https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0308029
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2.

Top cited Belle physics papers

Top cited LHCb physics papers

Spectroscopy results – provoke 

great interest among physicists

1.

2.
1.

[citation count as of 28/8/23]



Spectroscopy results – provoke 

great interest among public too
e.g. reactions to LHCb study of resonant nature of Z(4430)- [PRL 112 (2013) 222002]

60

https://arxiv.org/abs/1404.1903


Spectroscopy results – provoke 

great interest among public too
e.g. reactions to LHCb study of resonant nature of Z(4430)- [PRL 112 (2013) 222002]
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1404.1903


The hunt for pentaquarks – a long 

journey with several cul-de-sacs

“ The whole story – the discoveries 

themselves, the tidal wave of 

papers by theorists and 

phenomenologists that followed, 

and the eventual ‘undiscovery’ - is 

a curious episode in the history 

of science.”  PDG 2008

SAPHIR

DIANA

CLASLEPS

Pentaquark signals have been claimed before, for example the 

θ+ (sbar uudd) ‘seen’ by several experiments in the early 2000s.   

After an initial rush of confirmations,

null results from more sensitive

experiments appeared, & eventually 

it was accepted to be non-existent.

[for more information, see

Hicks, Eur. Phys. J. H 37 (2012) 1 ]

62

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjh/e2012-20032-0


J/Ψp resonances consistent 

with pentaquark states

63

Large & pure sample of Λb→J/ΨpK decays Distinctive structure in J/Ψp spectrum

~26k events

~95% purity
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1
]

data

Naïve first

impression:

this is exotic !

(uudccbar).

https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414
https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414


J/Ψp resonances consistent 

with pentaquark states

64

Large & pure sample of Λb→J/ΨpK decays Distinctive structure in J/Ψp spectrum

Amplitude model of conventional states

can reproduce Kp spectrum well enough…

…but cannot describe 

the J/Ψ projection at all.

~26k events

~95% purity
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data

best fit

data

best fit

Naïve first

impression:

this is exotic !

(uudccbar).

https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414
https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414
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J/Ψp resonances consistent 

with pentaquark states

[PRL 115 

(2015) 072001]

Pc states

Can only describe data satisfactorily by adding two exotic pentaquark states with 

content uudccbar.  Best fit has J=3/2 and 5/2 with opposite parities.

best fit

data
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414
https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414


Appearance in other channels ?

66

The mode Λ0
b→J/ψppbar has also been studied [PRL 128 (2022) 062001].

Curiously, the (now established) Pc resonances are not present,

but there is evidence of a structure at slightly higher mass. An excited Pc ?

These same resonances should appear

in the Cabibbo-suppressed channel

Λ0
b→J/ψpπ-, and indeed there is evidence

of a signal at the level expected with

this lower yield sample [PRL 117 (2016) 082003].

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.04720
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.06999
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Reminder – the importance of PID

ATLAS have come to the party with a preliminary analysis [ATLAS-CONF-2019-048].

Without a RICH system the background challenge is substantial.

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2693957
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ATLAS preliminary pentaquark study

Nonetheless, a signal region can be isolated and fits performed – a heroic task !

Results compatible with LHCb model, but other solutions are not excluded.
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2693957


Pentaquarks – why more data matters

69

Run 2 data and improved selection provide x9 increase in signal

Run 1 Run 1 +

Run 2 More going 

on here than 

first thought…

Hello !

[PRL 122 (2019) 222001][PRL 115 (2015) 072001]
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.03947
https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414
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A closer look at Run 2 data, after weighting to suppress effect of Λ* background.

A new narrow state is observed at 4312 MeV, and the previous narrowish state

is resolved into two close-lying narrower states.  An amplitude analysis is required 

to determine JP and decide on whether broad Pc(4380) still required.  

Not one narrow state, but three
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.03947
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Intriguingly, two of the states lie just below the ΣcD
(*)0 thresholds, which supports 

a molecular meson-baryon bound state picture of the pentaquarks. See e.g.

[Wang et al., PRC 84 (2011) 015203], [Zhang et al., CPC 36 (2012) 6], [Wu et al., PRC 85 (2012) 044002].

Not one narrow state, but three

tightly-bound

model

molecular

model[P
R

L
 1

2
2
 (

2
0
1
9
) 

2
2
2
0
0
1
]

Note, all these states

now labelled as PN
Ψ

according to a new 

naming convention

[arXiv:2206.15233].

https://arxiv.org/abs/1101.0453
https://arxiv.org/abs/1105.2901
https://arxiv.org/abs/1202.1036
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.03947
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.15233
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The strange pentaquark comes to the party

Recently, a new discovery has been made [PRL 131 (2023) 031901] – the observation 

of a pentaquark of content ccuds has been made in B-→J/ψΛpbar decays.

PΛ
ψs(4338)0    Mass =                                      , width =                                 . 

Very clean

sample of

meson decays.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.10346
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The strange pentaquark comes to the party

Recently, a new discovery has been made [PRL 131 (2023) 031901] – the observation 

of a pentaquark of content ccbaruds has been made in B-→J/ψΛpbar decays.

PΛ
ψs(4338)0    Mass =                                      , width =                                 . 

Very clean

sample of

meson decays.

For better understanding of these puzzles 

(accompanied, no doubt, by more surprises) 

we need significantly larger data samples.

These samples are coming  - see Lecture IV.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.10346


Conclusions
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Flavour physics can be conducted in a variety of environments: the Z0, 

e+e- threshold (e.g. the Υ(4S) ) and at hadron machines.   Hadron machines, 

e.g. the LHC, present formidable experimental challenges, but offer 

(in many areas) unbeatable opportunities for flavour-physics studies.

To exploit this potential fully requires a dedicated experiment, with optimised 

geometry, instrumentation and trigger.  LHCb is such an experiment.

Hadron spectroscopy is not flavour physics, but it is a topic of incredible

richness ideally suited to flavour-physics experiments.    Hadron spectroscopy

has been one of the most interesting and unexpected success stories of the LHC.

Next lecture:  Unitarity Triangle metrology and CPV measurements.


